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Aims: Tumour cell growth results from a disturbance in the balance between the rate of proliferation
and cell death. In this study, proteins involved in the regulation of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis were
studied as possible factors responsible for uncontrolled cell growth in colorectal cancer.
Methods: The expression of proteins involved in these processes was investigated in 48 metastases
from patients with colorectal cancer and compared with eight normal colon mucosa samples and 14
primary tumours. Both primary tumours and metastases were obtained from eight patients. The expression of thymidylate synthase (TS), p53, retinoblastoma protein (Rb), Fas receptor, Fas ligand, bcl-2,
mcl-1, bax, and bcl-x was measured using immunohistochemistry. Proliferation was determined by
Ki67 staining, whereas apoptosis was assessed by M30 immunostaining, which recognises cleaved
cytokeratin 18.
Results: In the limited number of cases in which paired comparisons were possible, the expression of
TS and Ki67 was significantly higher in metastases than in the matched primary tumour samples
(p = 0.014 and 0.016, respectively), whereas Rb expression was lower in metastases than in primary
tumours (p = 0.024). Fas receptor expression was high in normal mucosa but absent in primary
tumours and metastases, whereas the opposite was seen for p53. The expression of bax, mcl-1, and
bcl-x in normal mucosa was more apical than that seen in malignant cells, where a more diffuse
expression pattern was seen (p < 0.04). Apoptosis was more abundant in primary tumours than in
metastases.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that proliferation and apoptosis are disturbed during
colorectal cancer progression, and this is accompanied by loss of Rb and Fas expression, the accumulation of p53 and TS, and changes in the expression patterns of bax, mcl-1, and bcl-xl.

C

olorectal cancer is the third leading cause of cancer
deaths in Western countries. Between 20% and 50% of
patients with colorectal cancer will die within five years
of diagnosis,1 usually as the result of extensive metastatic disease. At the time of diagnosis, 20% of patients have metastases
in the liver, the predominant metastatic site for colorectal
cancer.2 Systemic 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) based chemotherapy
has become the most widely used treatment, with response
rates of approximately 20%,3 although more recently irinotecan and oxaliplatin have been incorporated into first line
chemotherapy regimens.4–6 The active metabolite of 5-FU,
FdUMP, inhibits thymidylate synthase (TS), the essential
enzyme for the conversion of deoxyuridine-5′-monophosphate (dUMP) to deoxythymidine-5′-monophosphate
(dTMP), and therefore for DNA synthesis.7 8
“Between 20% and 50% of patients with colorectal cancer will die within five years of diagnosis, usually as the
result of extensive metastatic disease”
Activation of specific oncogenes or the loss of tumour suppressor genes is associated with tumour aggressiveness and
poor clinical outcome.9 Tumour kinetic studies suggest that
tumour growth does not only result from increased rates of
cell proliferation but also from decreased rates of
apoptosis.10 11 Mutations in the tumour suppressor gene p53
are seen frequently in colorectal cancer and are thought to be
a late event in the multistep tumorigenic process of colorectal
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cancer.12 In addition, the protooncogene bcl-2, an inhibitor of
apoptosis, appears to be involved in colorectal tumorigenesis,
thereby facilitating tumour cell progression.13 Other factors
that regulate the processes of cell cycle progression (the
retinoblastoma protein; Rb) and apoptosis (bax bcl-xl, mcl-1,
Fas receptor, and Fas ligand) might therefore also contribute
to tumour progression.
The tumour suppressor gene Rb can form a complex with
E2F, thereby inhibiting its transcriptional activity. Phosphorylation of Rb by specific cyclin dependent kinases initiates the
release of E2F, which subsequently initiates cell cycle
progression.14 p53 can activate the expression of bax and the Fas
receptor15 16 upon activation. Bax stimulates apoptosis, whereas
bcl-2, bcl-xl, and mcl-1 protect cells against apoptosis.17 18 The
death receptor, Fas, can be activated by the Fas ligand, resulting
in the activation of caspase 8 and caspase 3,19 20 which induce
apoptotic cell death.21 Deregulation of these factors may lead to
deregulation of either cell cycle arrest or apoptosis, both of
which result in uncontrolled cell growth.
In our study, we determined proliferation and apoptosis in
normal colon mucosa, primary tumours, and liver metastases
of patients with colorectal cancer and related this to the
expression of cell cycle and apoptosis associated proteins.

.............................................................
Abbreviations: CTL, cytotoxic lymphocyte; 5FU, 5-fluorouracil; Rb,
retinoblastoma protein; TS, thymidylate synthase
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Differential expression of cell cycle and apoptosis related
proteins in colorectal mucosa, primary colon tumours,
and liver metastases

Cell cycle and apoptosis markers in colorectal mucosa and tumours

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Immunohistochemical staining
Biopsy specimens of normal colon mucosa, primary colon
tumours, and liver metastases were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and subsequently stored at −80°C. Frozen tissue
sections (4 µm) were mounted on poly-L-lysine (0.1%) coated
slides and immunohistochemistry was performed as described
previously.22 Briefly, slides were fixed for 10 minutes with 100%
acetone (for TS, p53, Ki67, Fas receptor, Fas ligand, and bcl-2)
or 4% paraformaldehyde (for Rb, bcl-xl, bax, and mcl-1). After
blocking of endogenous peroxidase and biotin, slides were
incubated for one hour for TS (R30; Dr Aherne, Sutton, UK),
p53 (DO7; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), Ki67 (polyclonal
antibody; Dako), Fas receptor (DX2; Oncogene, Cambridge,
USA), Fas ligand (clone 33; Transduction, Lexington, USA),
M30 (M30 Cytodeath; Boehringer Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany), and bcl-2 (clone 124; Dako) and overnight for Rb
(Rb-1; Novocastra, Newcastle, UK), bcl-xl (polyclonal antibody; Dako), mcl-1 (polyclonal antibody; Dako), and bax
(polyclonal antibody; Dako). Primary antibodies were detected
by the addition of biotinylated antimouse or antirabbit secondary antibodies for 30 minutes. The slides were developed by
incubation for one hour with sABC-HRP (streptavidin-biotin
conjugated horseradish peroxidase) and staining was visualised by diaminobenzidine (DAB; 0.5 mg/ml) with 0.025% H2O2
for three minutes. For Fas ligand an additional amplification
step using the CARD (catalysed reporter deposition) enhancement kit (Dako) was needed.23 All slides were counterstained
with haematoxylin. Negative controls were performed for each
sample by omitting the primary antibody.
Immunohistochemical scoring
All slides were evaluated by an experienced pathologist (EB)
and two investigators (DD and HB). Staining for p5313 24 and
bcl-2 13 25 was evaluated as the proportion of positive normal
colon mucosa or tumour epithelial cells in two categories
(< 25%, > 25%). There were four categories for Rb24 and Ki67
staining (< 25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, and > 75%). The Rb
antibody detects both hyperphosphorylated and hypophosphorylated Rb protein. For TS26 27 and Fas ligand28 29 the intensity of
the staining was taken into account because these proteins were
generally expressed in almost all cells. Intensity was divided
into three categories: low, intermediate, or high. Bax,30 mcl-1,
and bcl-xl30 were evaluated by their staining pattern: diffuse or
perinuclear staining. The Fas receptor was evaluated as positive
or negative. In all cases the interobserver variability was < 10%.
Positive controls included normal colon mucosa (for the Fas
receptor, Rb, Ki67, mcl-1, bax, and bcl-xl), tonsils (for the Fas
ligand, bcl-2, and bax), tumour cells with high protein expression (for all antibodies tested), and the internal controls in the
samples such as normal liver (for Fas receptor and Rb) and
lymphocytes (for bcl-2).

Statistical methods
Statistical evaluation was performed using the nonparametric Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney U ranking tests. All
values were based on two tailed statistical analysis. The first
test was used to evaluate significant differences in protein
expression between eight paired primary tumours and liver
metastases from the same patients. The Mann-Whitney U test
was used to test significant differences in protein expression
between all primary tumours and liver metastases in 55
patients with colorectal cancer. A p value of < 0.05 was
considered significant. All statistical procedures were carried
out with SPSS 9.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA).

RESULTS
Normal colon mucosa versus malignant colon tissue
Differences in the rates of proliferation and apoptosis and
expression of cell cycle and apoptosis markers between
normal and tumour cells were studied by comparing normal
colon mucosa with primary and metastatic tumour biopsies.
In normal mucosa, the distribution of various proteins showed
a distinct pattern of spatial polarity within the crypt.
Therefore, normal colon mucosa was divided into two regions:
the lower region of colonic crypts containing the stem cells
and the proliferative compartment and the middle and upper
part of colonic crypts with absorptive epithelium and goblet
cells. Considerable differences were found between normal
colon mucosa and malignant colon tissue (tables 1 and 2). In
contrast to normal mucosa, the proliferation marker Ki67 was
expressed in more than 85% of all tumour biopsies in a
random distribution pattern (p < 0.01; fig 1A–C). Apoptosis
as determined by M30 staining, identifying cleaved cytokeratin 18, one of the target proteins of activated caspase 3. M30
staining was detected in the upper crypt cells in normal
mucosa and randomly distributed in cells from primary
tumours and metastases (fig 1D–F).
TS expression was much lower in normal epithelial cells
than in tumour cells (p < 0.001), as published previously.31
The tumour suppressor protein p53 was not expressed in normal mucosa, whereas 66% of tumour samples were p53 positive (p < 0.005). In contrast, the expression of the death
receptor Fas was high in all mucosal cells but only a few
tumour samples were Fas positive (p < 0.002). Although Fas
ligand expression of lower crypt cells was low, the upper two
thirds of normal epithelial crypt cells, in addition to tumour
cells, expressed intermediate amounts of Fas ligand. In addition, striking differences were found in the pattern of mcl-1,
bcl-xl, and bax staining. The typical apical expression found in
normal mucosa was much less pronounced in malignant cells,
in which diffuse expression was more common (p < 0.04).
Tumour samples that tended to be more differentiated also
showed apical expression (fig 1G–I). No differences in Rb and
bcl-2 expression were seen between non-malignant and
malignant biopsy specimens.
Primary tumours versus liver metastases
Eight patients biopsy specimens were obtained from both the
primary tumour and liver metastasis. Significant differences
were found between tumour cells from the primary tumour
and those from metastases for Ki67 and TS expression only
(fig 2) (p = 0.016 and 0.014, respectively). For all other
proteins no differences were detected. Ki67 protein expression
was significantly higher in metastases than in the corresponding primary tumour. In five metastases, more than 75% of the
tumour cells were positive for Ki67, whereas in most primary
tumours less than 50% of tumour cells were positive (figs 1B,C
and 2A). TS protein expression was higher in six metastases
compared with the corresponding primary tumour. Five
metastases had high expression of TS, whereas five primary
tumours had intermediate expression of TS (fig 2B).
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Patients
Tissue samples from primary colorectal carcinomas, liver
metastases, and specimens of normal colon mucosa were
taken from 63 patients with advanced colorectal cancer. Biopsies were obtained from both primary tumours and metastases in eight patients. From six other patients only primary
tumour material was available, and from 41 patients only liver
metastases could be retrieved. Normal colon mucosa (taken at
a distance of 10 cm from the tumour) was obtained from an
additional eight patients. Thirty six patients with metastases
received a bolus injection of 5-FU before the biopsy was taken.
As a result of this pretreatment, the expression of TS and Ki67
was downregulated in some metastases,22 but this did not
influence our results. Informed consent was obtained from all
patients for acquisition of tumour tissue for the analysis of
protein expression.
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Table 1 Staining pattern of cell cycle markers in normal colon mucosa, primary
tumours, and liver metastases of patients with colorectal cancer
Normal mucosa (n=8)
Antigen

Upper 2/3
of the crypts

Primary tumours
(n=14)

Metastases
(n=48)

0
0
0
8

8
0
0
0

2
7
4
1

3
12
12
20

0
0
0
8

0
0
0
8

0
0
0
14

3
3
8
34

8
0

8
0

2
12

19
29

8
0
0

8
0
0

2
6
4

10
15
21

The number of patients for the intensity of the staining or percentage of positive tumour cells is presented. In
some metastases or primary tumour samples it was not possible to evaluate protein expression. Significant
differences were found between normal mucosa and tumour cells (from primary tumours and metastases) for
p53 (p < 0.005), Ki67 (p < 0.01), and TS (p < 0.001). For Ki67 (p = 0.011) and Rb (p = 0.024) significant
differences between primary tumours and metastases were found.
Rb, retinoblastoma protein; TS, thymidylate synthase.

Table 2 Staining pattern of apoptosis markers in normal colon mucosa, primary
tumours, and liver metastases of patients with colorectal cancer
Normal mucosa (n=8)
Antigen
Bcl-2
<25%
>25%
Fas receptor
Positive
Negative
Fas ligand
Low
Intermediate
High
Bax
Diffuse
Apical
mcl-1
Diffuse
Apical
Bcl-xl
Diffuse
Apical

Basal crypt
compartment

Upper 2/3
of the crypts

Primary tumours
(n=14)

Metastases
(n=48)

0
8

8
0

14
0

42
5

8
0

8
0

13
1

29
15

8
0
0

0
8
0

5
7
1

15
19
11

0
8

0
8

8
5

32
14

0
8

0
8

9
4

29
17

0
8

0
8

7
6

29
18

The number of patients for the intensity of the staining or percentage of positive tumour cells is presented. In
some metastases or primary tumour samples it was not possible to evaluate protein expression. Significant
differences were found between normal mucosa and tumour cells (from primary tumours and metastases) for
Fas receptor (p < 0.002), bax (p < 0.02), bcl-xl (p < 0.04), mcl-1 (p < 0.005), bcl-2 (when expression is
> 25%; p < 0.001), and Fas ligand (when expression is low; p < 0.001). No significant differences were
found between primary tumours and metastases.

When all biopsy specimens were evaluated, a similar
pattern was found for Ki67 expression. Only one of the 14
primary tumours had more than 75% positive tumour cells,
whereas 20 of the 47 liver metastases specimens were
positive. The overall expression of Ki67 was significantly
lower in primary tumours than in metastases (fig 3A;
p = 0.011). In addition, the expression of Rb was higher in
primary tumours than in metastases. In all primary tumours,
more than 75% of the tumour cells expressed Rb, whereas Rb
expression was lower than 75% in one third of the liver
metastases (fig 3B; p = 0.024). In contrast to proliferation,
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the rate of apoptosis was increased in primary tumours compared with metastases.
However, no significant difference was found for the expression of TS or for the other proteins (table 2). Although only two
of the 14 primary tumours were p53 negative compared with 19
of the 48 metastases, no significant difference was found
between primary tumours and metastases for p53 staining.
These results are in line with the p53 results obtained by Belluco
and colleagues32 and De Jong et al.33 The expression of the Fas
receptor was significantly higher in liver metastases than in primary tumours, but this was the result of the administration of
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Ki67
<25%
26%–50%
51%–75%
>75%
Rb
<25%
26%–50%
51%–75%
>75%
p53
<25%
>25%
TS
Low
Intermediate
High

Basal crypt
compartment
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5-FU to 36 of the 44 patients, as we have described previously.22
No differences were found in untreated samples.

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrates that proliferation and apoptosis are
disturbed during colorectal cancer progression, and that this is
accompanied by the loss of Rb and Fas expression, the
accumulation of p53 and TS, and changes in the expression
patterns of bax, mcl-1, and bcl-xl.

The role of proteins involved in apoptosis and the cell cycle
has been studied previously in the adenoma–carcinoma
sequence of colorectal tumorigenesis.12 13 31 34 35 In line with
these studies, we found that the expression of p53, Ki67, and
TS was higher in tumour samples than in normal colonic
mucosa. Krajewska et al showed that in colon carcinomas bcl-x
expression was increased and mcl-1 expression was decreased
compared with normal mucosa or non-malignant
adenomas.35 No differences were found for the expression of
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Figure 1 Immunostaining of
normal and malignant colon tissue
for Ki67, M30, and bcl-xl. Frozen
tissue sections were immunostained
with polyclonal antibodies against
Ki67 and mcl-1. Antibodies were
detected after visualisation with
diaminobenzidine, which produced
a brown colour. Nuclei were
counterstained with haematoxylin.
(A) Ki67 (original magnification,
×200) is expressed in the lower
region of a crypt in normal colon
mucosa, whereas expression is
lower in (B) primary tumours than in
(C) matched metastases. (D)
Apoptosis as determined by M30
staining was detected in the upper
crypt cells in normal mucosa
(original magnification, ×100) and
randomly distributed in cells from
(E) primary tumours and (F)
metastases (original magnification,
×400). (G) Normal colon mucosa
cells express bcl-xl (original
magnification, ×400) in the
cytoplasm with an additional apical
accumulation. (H) Apical staining
was visible in only 14 of 46
metastases, whereas in the others (I)
diffuse bcl-xl expression was seen.
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A

A

Ki67 expression (%)

51–75

25–50

>75

51–75

25–50

< 25

Wilcoxon
p = 0.016

< 25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Lower
Upper
mucosa cells mucosa cells

8

Primary
tumours

Liver
metastases

Patients
B
B

Rb expression (%)

>75

TS expression

++

+

51–75

25–50

< 25
–

Wilcoxon
p = 0.014
1

2

Mucosa cells
3

4

5

6

7

8

Patients
Figure 2 Ki67 and thymidylate synthase (TS) expression in primary
tumours and matched liver metastases. In eight patients with both a
primary tumour (open circle) and a liver metastasis (closed circle) a
significant difference in Ki67 (A; p = 0.016; A) and TS (B;
p = 0.014) protein expression was found with the Wilcoxon signed
rank test. Ki67 was evaluated by scoring the proportion of positive
tumour cells and TS by scoring the intensity of the staining (low (−),
intermediate (+), and high (++)). In one case, TS expression could
not be evaluated in the primary tumour.

bax. In our study, differences were found in the staining pattern of these proteins; bax, mcl-1, and bcl-x staining was limited to apical areas in normal mucosa cells, whereas in 50–75%
of tumour samples diffuse expression was observed. In
addition, in metastases with a more differentiated phenotype
apical staining was found. This suggests that in undifferentiated tumour cells with diffuse staining, the inhibition of
apoptosis at the level of the mitochondria was disturbed,
possibly resulting in enhanced tumour growth.
“The progression of primary tumours to metastases
resulted in an increase in the rate of proliferation, as
measured by Ki67, and a decrease in the rate of apoptosis using M30 staining”
A role in tumour progression seems very likely for another
apoptosis related protein, the Fas receptor, because its expression was high in normal mucosa and negative in tumour
cells.36 The absence of Fas would enable tumour cells to evade
the immune destruction mediated by cytotoxic T cells (CTLs).
In this way, CTLs expressing both Fas receptor and Fas ligand
are unable to kill tumour cells via Fas mediated apoptosis. The
high expression of the Fas ligand in tumour cells might be
another immune escape mechanism by inducing apoptosis in
CTLs.37 38
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Primary tumours

Liver metastases

Figure 3 Ki67 and retinoblastoma (Rb) expression in normal
mucosa, primary tumours, and liver metastases. Expression of Ki67
in both the upper and lower crypt cells of the normal mucosa was
significantly different to its expression in cells from primary tumours
and metastases (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U rank test). No
significant differences were found for Rb between normal mucosa
and tumour cells. In 48 liver metastases and 14 primary tumours, a
significant difference in Ki67 (A; p = 0.011) and Rb (B; p = 0.024)
protein expression was found. Ki67 and Rb were evaluated by
scoring the proportion of positive tumour cells.

The progression of primary tumours to metastases resulted
in an increase in the rate of proliferation, as measured by Ki67,
and a decrease in the rate of apoptosis using M30 staining.
These results are in line with data found in breast cancer progression from ductal carcinoma in situ to poorly differentiated
invasive carcinoma.39 Although the expression of both cell
cycle and apoptosis related proteins changes when normal
colon mucosa cells progress into malignant cells, no differences were found in the expression of apoptosis related
proteins between primary tumours and metastases. In
contrast, increased expression of TS, a key enzyme during
DNA synthesis, and of the proliferation marker Ki67, was seen
in metastases compared with primary tumours, pointing to a
deregulation of cell cycle mechanisms. Comparable data have
previously been described for Ki6733 and for another cell cycle
related protein, the proliferating nuclear antigen staining.40
The low Rb expression in metastases in comparison with primary tumours could be an important factor because this
might result in increased concentrations of free E2F1
protein,14 which stimulates the transcription of cell cycle progression genes, including TS.41
In conclusion, these results provide a better insight into the
growth and cell death kinetics of tumours, and suggest that
proliferation and apoptosis are disturbed during colorectal
cancer progression, which was accompanied by the loss of Rb
and Fas expression, the accumulation of p53 and TS, and
changes in the expression patterns of bax, mcl-1, and bcl-xl.
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Take home messages
• Both proliferation and apoptosis are disturbed during colorectal cancer progression
• Loss of Rb and Fas expression, the accumulation of p53 and
TS, and changes in the expression patterns of bax, mcl-1,
and bcl-xl also accompany colorectal cancer progression
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